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Congruities and incongruities in Arabic literary translation 
A contrastive linguistic analysis of “The Prophet” by Khalil Gibran 

Narjes Ennasser and Rajai R. Al-Khanji 
 

Three Arabic translations of Khalil Gibran’s “The Prophet” are chosen among 
other available Arabic translations. Fifteen translated texts from the book were 
included for the analysis in this study. The three translations are by Basheer 
(1934), Abdelahad (1993), and Okasha (2008). The study investigates and analyzes 
different linguistic levels: discourse, stylistic, semantic, syntactic, and lexical 
among others as well as different choices made by the translators in rendering 
the same source text (ST) elements. The study found out that adopting different 
translation strategies by the translators led to different versions of the same ST. 
These strategies are based on the aesthetic ornamentation approach by As-Safi 
(2016). They include idiomaticity, stylistic considerations, cultural orientation, 
semantic/lexical accuracy, and syntactic accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 

Even a competent translator is still expected to be creative to convey the spirit of a text aside from 

linguistic or structural complications. According to Newmark (1988: 94) a translator must empathize 

with the source text author, “the more you feel with the author, the better you are likely to translate; 

if you dislike a literary text, better not translate it at all.” Therefore, it seems that empathy in 

translation coupled with a keen interest in the text and its producer, is one of the major conditions for 

a high-quality translation. 

The translation of literary texts reflects the individual experiences, emotions, perceptions, and 

thoughts of the text writer which are passed on to the target audience through the translator’s 

interpretation. In this connection, Shiyab and Lynch (2006: 265) accurately described the task of 

literary translation by saying that “translation should aim to reflect the same feelings, thoughts and 

style that are manifested in the original text. If the translation is done based on these criteria, then it 

is expected that the translated text will be moving and alive in ways very close to or the same as the 

original.” 
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The present research study singled out a widely known book, The Prophet by Gibran Khalil Gibran, 

for investigation and analysis as far as translation quality assessment is concerned. It is a contrastive 

text analysis between the English source text and its translation in Arabic. The contrastive nature of 

the study intends to detect both syntactic and semantic congruities and incongruities between the 

source text (ST) and the target text (TT). 

The Prophet has been translated into over forty different languages including Arabic. Gibran is an 

American Lebanese poet, writer, and painter. He was born in 1883 and when he was 10 years old, he 

migrated to the USA with his family. He died in 1931 and was buried in Besharre, which is a small 

Christian Maronite town in North Lebanon. The Prophet is his most famous book, a masterpiece written 

in English and published in 1923. The book includes 26 essays in prose poetry or poetic prose, a kind of 

creative writing format that combines elements of some poetic forms such as metaphor and figures of 

speech but does not have all features of poetry such as metrical structure or rhyme structure. 

Therefore, poetic prose may blend features of prose and poetry together.  Other features of poetic prose 

may contain hyperbole to create some poetic images. Gibran made use also of other features such as 

alliteration by repeating consonant sounds. He also made use of  assonance  by repeating  vowel sounds. 

These essays introduce a synopsis of his experience and philosophy about love, marriage, children, 

eating, drinking, work, joy and sorrow, crime and punishment, laws, freedom, reason, and passion, etc. 

In his point of view, this book would show people the right way to God and peace exactly as the Bible 

does. Boushaba (1988: 62) says that Al-Mustafa (a transliterated form of the Arabic male’s proper name 

meaning “the one chosen by God,” one among the many names for the Prophet Mohammad) is referred 

to as “a prophet of love who urges people of Orphalese, to grow out of their individual and limited 

selves and identify themselves with greater and universal self which is love.” In fact, this city has no 

real existence; however, its name might be constructed on the name of the ancient city of Orpha, a 

source of spiritual inspiration and different religions. This means that Gibran views God as a bond of 

love which ties all types of people regardless of their religions. 

In fact, many people and critics have considered The Prophet as the new Bible of the age, as it has 

been recited at countless weddings and funerals, as well as in books and articles, and it is undoubtedly 

one of the best-selling books in our modern time as it is a very widely read book, and over 100 million 

copies have been sold since its original publication in 1923 (Acocella 2008). 

However, the Arabic renditions of this text may not have produced a translation which reflects 

the contents of the source text adequately (Bushrui 2000, 2013), and consequently some incongruities 

that affect the intended style and meaning have resulted between the source and the target texts. 

Congruities and incongruities in literary translation are about how translators either succeed or fail in 
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conveying the idiosyncratic style of literary works (such as most literary works by Gibran) to the target 

language. Various linguistic and stylistic features are usually considered in assessing translation 

quality. They include the semantic and lexical aspects of a text as well as deviation, parallelism, 

foregrounding or fronting, discourse structure, deixis, viewpoint, speech and thought representation, 

among others. 

The current study derives its significance from the fact that English and Arabic are culturally and 

linguistically remote languages. They do not share a common cultural heritage, nor do they have exact 

correspondences, grammar, or rhetoric. The challenges and the problems facing translators of The 

Prophet are, therefore, abundant. This is due to the observation that the source text writer, Gibran, 

employed a “prose poetry” type of a literary genre, or simply a poetry written in prose rather than 

verse. This indeed poses tremendous difficulties even for competent translators as they will be 

confronted with a heavy use of figurative language. In this connection, Bushrui (2000: 55) rightly said 

that most of those who wrote about Gibran never read his works in English, and therefore, any 

translation of his books cannot be a substitute for the original ones written in English. The study, 

therefore, is not only concerned with the conceptual vocabulary used in the English text and its target 

translated text but it is also about the cultural work of translation. That is, to look more deeply at the 

interaction between culture ideology, and how successful different translators were able to transfer 

the cultural aspects of the source text into Arabic, for example, how the transfer of the culturally 

embedded metaphors used in the English text were translated?  How the function of the images used 

by Gibran in English was conveyed in Arabic? Or, how culture impacts and constrains translation. 

It is hoped, therefore, that this contrastive study will show whether there was a gap between what 

is in the source text and what is transmitted by the translators. That is, were there ideological shifts 

from the original book during the process of translation? It is also hoped that the present study will fill 

a gap in contrastive textology research which aims at identifying strategies, problems and challenges 

facing translators in literary translation. Such incongruities may result from assigning different 

interpretations of the text by different translators.  

 

2. Review of literature 

Many scholars have focused on the faithfulness of translation and how to deliver the source text (ST) 

to the target text (TT). Newmark (1988: 46) defines faithful translations as “attempts to reproduce the 

precise context meaning of the original within the constraints of the TL grammatical structures.” This 

definition is, in fact, in agreement with Nida’s definition of formal equivalence (1964: 159) described as 

“focusing attention on the message itself in both form and content. In such a translation, one is 
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concerned with such correspondences as poetry to poetry, sentence to sentence, and concept to 

concept.” 

Viewed from this formal orientation, one is concerned that the message in the receptor language 

should match as closely as possible the different elements in the ST. This means that, for example, the 

message in the receptor’s culture is constantly compared with the source culture to determine the 

standards of accuracy and correctness. The above quotations by Nida and Newmark, two leading 

figures among translation theorists, reflect exactly what can be expected in translation on the part of 

highly qualified translators. However, other scholars employ different labels to define faithfulness in 

translation. Nord (2005: 25), for example, states that “the concept of faithfulness or ‘fidelity’ can be 

equated with ‘equivalence.’” As a matter of fact, the concept of “equivalence” is a controversial issue 

in translation studies, and it is one of the basic theoretical issues in the present study. In general, 

equivalence means producing the greatest possible correspondence between the source and the target 

texts. Steiner (1998: 460) thinks that equivalence is sought by means of substitution of “equal” verbal 

signs for those in the original. Baker (2005: 77) also maintains that equivalence is a central concept in 

translation theory. Moreover, she devoted in her well-known book, In Other Words (2005) six chapters 

to six types of equivalence, namely, equivalence at the word level, above the word level, grammatical 

equivalence, textual equivalence focusing on thematic and information structure, textual equivalence 

focusing on cohesion and finally, pragmatic equivalence dealing with coherence implicature. 

 

3. Study objectives 

To our knowledge, nothing much has been published on translation quality assessment regarding The 

Prophet. Most of the studies were comparative analyses in the field of literature or criticism. However, 

there is a doctoral dissertation by Boushaba (1988) analyzing some problems of literary translation 

about The Prophet. It deals with the translation of poetry from English into Arabic. Findings of this study 

reported that the subjectivity in the interpretation of the meaning of a source language literary text is 

the main obstacle in translation. 

Another recent study about Gibran's The Prophet was a dissertation by Al-Khazraji (2014) about 

critical linguistic reading into the appeal of this book. Although the study did not assess translation 

quality, it focused mainly on analyzing the text by employing a critical discourse analysis (CDA) at a 

macro and micro levels in order to identify aspects of the book that contribute to its appeal. The 

findings of the study showed that the appeal of the universal themes and messages is attributed to 

Gibran’s ideology and thoughts such as hope and utopian ideals. Another important finding which is 

relevant to the present study is that the volume of metaphorical expressions in the entire book stands 
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at 83.4%. The researcher added that the aesthetic function of metaphors was to create meaning rather 

than to add meaning. 

The objective of our study is to assess the quality of  three  different types of translations into 

Arabic of Gibran’s book, The Prophet, written originally in English. Basheer (1934) is the first and the 

oldest  Arabic translation at an epoch where translation tools and strategies were at their inception; it 

will be contrasted with  two other translations by Abdelahad (1993), and Okasha ( 2008).  More about 

the translators will be discussed towards the end of the article. The researchers will, therefore, explore 

some stylistic and semantic congruities and incongruities in translation, attempt to detect major 

sources of linguistic and cultural problems or difficulties encountered by the three translators, and 

finally, successful, and unsuccessful strategies employed by translators will be classified in terms of 

achievement and reduction strategies. 

Fifteen texts from the book were selected for analysis in this study. Such texts encompass subtexts 

representing the following six major superordinate domains in the book (Al-Khazrajī 2014):  

1. social activities such as work, buying and selling;  

2. personal needs such as eating and drinking, and clothes; 

3. family life such as marriage, children, and houses; 

4. personal experiences such as love and death;  

5. social institutions such as law, crime and punishment; 

6. abstract concepts such as beauty and friendship. 

 

The texts are analyzed at different linguistic levels: discourse, stylistic, syntactic, semantic and lexical 

among others. This analysis is meant to present a thorough comprehension of the original text in order 

to assess the oldest translation of the original book and to compare it with the new translations. For 

the sake of the analysis process, each selection is analyzed separately according to the aesthetic 

ornamentation approach for translating a literary work devised by As-Safi (2011, 2016). In this 

approach five criteria are seen to provide a comprehensive indication of literary translation strategies. 

They include idiomaticity, rhetorical transference, stylistic considerations, cultural orientation, and 

semantic accuracy. In our analysis, two types of modification are made, firstly, omitting rhetorical 

transference, and secondly adding lexicology by combining it to semantic accuracy in one strategy, i.e., 

semantic/lexical accuracy. Such modifications are relevant to our analysis as they pertain to the 

notions of gain and loss found in the English source text. Below is a description summarizing the 

strategies based on the modified ornamentation approach by As-Safi. 
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4. The modified ornamentation approach translation strategies 

The following is a brief description of the modified approach strategies proposed by As-Safi (2016): 

1. Idiomaticity: Idiomaticity is mainly indicative of idiomatic and proverbial expressions as both entail 

an inherently creative process of manipulation within the constructions of the TL reservoir of 

equivalent idiomatic expressions and proverbs. Failure to achieve this may result in literal 

translation. 

2. Stylistic considerations: Style is a broad term that could stand for various concepts. However, in this 

study, it stands for aesthetic elements such as collocations, brevity, diction, redundancy, etc. It will 

also include some discussion about the structure of a paragraph or its physical appearance as well 

as any other important physical features, i.e., punctuation, underlining, etc. 

3. Cultural orientation: The two notions of domestication and foreignization are important here. 

Domestication may contribute greatly to the naturalness and accessibility of the text. 

Foreignization, on the other hand, maintains the peculiar flavor of the original and contributes to 

the effective nature of literature. 

4. Semantic and lexical accuracy: This strategy refers to the aesthetic framing of meaning. The choice 

of a proper lexical item is combined here with semantic accuracy (our addition in this approach) 

to account for unmotivated lexical shifts. This fourth strategy could, moreover, play a major role 

in shaping the figurative language, and in detecting any unmotivated semantic change. 

5. Syntactic Accuracy:  It refers mainly to syntactic distinctive features found in Gibran's The Prophet. 

An example of such features is pairing of opposites or dialectic antithesis in one synthesis as in 

ascending and descending. Other prominent syntactic features will be pointed out for comparison 

and contrast in translation (see also Al-Najjar 2007). 

 

5. Data analysis 

The following is a comparison and a contrast between various English texts taken from Gibran’s The 

Prophet and their Arabic renditions by Basheer (1934), the oldest translation, as well as two others by 

Abdelahad (1993) and Okasha (2008), respectively. The three renditions will then be evaluated in terms 

of the five aesthetic strategies as criteria on which the analysis is based to account for congruities and 

incongruities in translation. 
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5.1. Love 

Then said Almitra, speak to us of love (Gibran 1996: 11) 

 

A. ذئنیح	تلاق	:ةرطملا	تاھ	انل	ةبطخ	يف	ةبحملا  (Basheer 1934: 60) 

ḥīnaʔiðin qālati l-miṭratu hāti lanā xuṭbatan fi l-maḥabbati  

 

B. No rendition of this line (Abdelahad 1993: 22) 

 

C. 	تربناو	)ارطملا(	اقو	تل	:ھل	انثدح	نع	بحلا	 (Okasha 2008: 10) 

wa-nbarat (il-miṭrā) wa-qālat la-hū ḥaddiṯnā ʕan il-ḥubbi 

 

The above line is the first sentence used in the love section. Gibran used "Almitra,” the name given to 

a woman who was a seeress, meaning in Arabic (al-ʕarrāfa), which might be a better translation for 

readers as it gives the meaning of a woman who is knowledgeable. Both translators, Basheer and Okasha 

kept the name “Almitra” as it is, opting for a foreignization, or an aesthetic cultural orientation 

strategy, while Abdelahad avoided translating the whole line. However, it will be more important to 

look at other words in this text. If we look at the translation of the sentence “Speak to us of love,” we 

can notice two observations: Firstly, Okasha gave a better rendition of the word “love” as al-ḥubb, which 

is loaded with emotiveness, and “speak to us” as ḥaddiṯnā instead of translating them, as Basheer did 

by al-maḥabba (more general and less emotive), and hāti la-nā xuṭba. The context of this section of the 

book, to our mind, requires using the rendition of “love” given by Okasha keeping in mind that Gibran 

referred to “love” with the pronoun “he,” as required in the source text, thus personifying it. Secondly, 

Okasha’s rendition in Arabic of "Speak to us of love" sounds more natural. That is, it is more natural 

than saying hātī la-nā xuṭbatan because it is not a “speech.” Therefore, a more appropriate lexical 

strategy was employed by Okasha in translating the text above. 

 

5.2. Marriage 

Give your hearts, but not into each other’s keeping (Gibran 1996: 15) 

 

A. ظفحلا	لجلا	ءاطعلا	اذھ	نوكی	نا	راذح	نكلو	ھقیفرل	ھبلق	مكنم	لك	طعیل  (Basheer 1934: 70) 

li-juʕṭī kullun min-kum qalbahu li-rafīqi-hi wa-lākin ḥaðāri ʔan jakūna haðā l-ʕaṭāʔu li-ʔaʒli l-ḥifẓi 
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B. 	راثئتسإ	ام	ریغ	نم	نوبحت	نمل	ةیدھ	مكبولق	اومدق  (Abdelahad 1993: 27) 

qaddimū qulūba-kumu hadījatan li-man tuḥibbūna min ɣajri mā ʔistʔiṯārin 

 

C.  بھیلو	لك	مكنم	ھبلق	هریشعل	نكل	نود	نأ	رثأتسی	ھب	  (Okashā 2008: 15)  

wa-lijahib kullun min-kumu qalba-hū li-ʕaʃīri-hi lākin dūna ʔan jastʔaṯira bi-hi 

 

In this text, the major problem is in translating into Arabic the expression “each other's keeping.” It is 

noticed that Basheer in A. above failed to give an accurate translation as he resorted to a literal 

translation strategy for that expression, i.e., li- ʔaʒli l-ḥifẓi. On the other hand, Abdelahad and Okasha 

were able to preserve the beauty of the expression by using a more accurate and an aesthetic semantic 

strategy by the Arabic verb verb jastʔaṯira and the noun ʔistʔiṯārin, meaning “possessiveness.” 

Comparing both renditions, one may find Okasha’s translation to be even most appealing in this text. 

 

5.3. Children 

You may house their bodies but not their souls. (Gibran 1996: 17) 

  .Aمكنكاسم يف نطقت لا مھسوفن نكلو مھداسجلأ نكاسملا اوعنصت نأ مكتقاط يفو 

(Basheer 1934: 74)  

wa-fī ṭāqati-kumu ʔan tasnaʕū il-masākina li-ʔaʒsādi-humu wa-lakinna nufūsa-humu lā taqṭunu fī masākini-

kumu 

 

 B. مھحاورأ لا مھداسجأ نوؤت دق  (Abdelahad 1993: 29) 

qad tuʔwūna ʔaʒsāda-humu lā ʔarwāḥa-humu   

 

C.  (Okashā 2008:  16)  مھحاورأ لا مھداسجأ نوؤت دقلو

wa-laqad tuʔwūna ʔaʒsāda-humu lā ʔarwāḥa-humu 

 

It will be noticed that the Arabic rendition of the above sentence (A) regarding the concept of children 

in Gibran’s The Prophet is quite confusing, redundant, and unnecessarily long. Even though repetition 

in Arabic can be normal or functional, the Arabic translation by Basheer is, unfortunately inaccurate. 

Moreover, Basheer resorts again to a literal translation strategy, which is not suitable here at all. On 

the other hand, both Abdelahad and Okasha resorted to a better style requiring brevity and vividness. 

Both employed also a better diction choice and an appropriate semantic strategy by using the Arabic 
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verb tuʔwūna meaning “housing their bodies” instead of tasˁnaʕū al-masākina, therefore translating this 

sentence requires a proper style and an accurate lexical choice. 

 

5.4. Giving 

1. These are the believers in life and the bounty of life, and their coffer is never empty. (Gibran 1996: 

20) 

 

A. ادبأ ةئلتمم مھنئازخو مھقیدانص غرفت لا ءلاؤھ ،ةایحلا ءاخسبو ةایحلاب نونمؤملا )سانلا( مھنمو  (Basheer 1934: 78) 

wa-min-humu (an-nās) il-muʔminūna bi-l-ḥajāti wa-bi-saxāʔi l-ḥajāti haʔūlāʔi lā tafraɣu sˁanādīqu-humu wa-

xazāʔinu-humu mumtaliʔatun ʔabadan  

 

B. ھضافو غرفی نلف ،اھایاطعبو ةایحلاب قیمعلا ھنامیلا كلمی ام لك يطعی نم مكنمو  (Abdelahad 1993: 32) 

wa-min-kumu man juʕṭī kulla mā jamliku li-ʔimāni-hi l-ʕamīqi bi-l-ḥajāti wa-bi-ʕaṭajā-hā fa-lan jafraɣa 

wifādˁuhu 

 

C. ادبأ مھنئازخ غرفت لاف ،ریخ نم اھیف امو ةایحلاب نونمؤملا مھ كئلوأ  (Okashā 2008: 19) 

ʔūlāʔika humu il-muʔminūna bi-l-ḥajāti wa-mā fī-hā min xajrin fa-lā tafraɣu xazāʔinu-humu ʔabadan 

 

The main problem in the text above is deictic: the excerpt is an example of a reference change in the 

target language. The author restricts “those who have little and give it all” solely to the “believers in 

life…” by employing the deictic expression “these”; however, Basheer, in his rendition of the excerpt, 

added yet another category of people thus ignoring the anaphoric “these,” i.e., wa-min-humu al-

muʔminūna b-il-ḥajāti  “and there are some who believe in life.” By contrast, Abdelahad and Okasha 

provided a more accurate rendition related to the English text. Moreover, Basheer opted for 

redundancy in the Arabic translation when he repeated the word al-ḥajāt “life” twice. He also gave two 

renditions for the word “coffer,” xazāʔin and sˁanādīq, thus offering a superfluous information. It is 

noticed that Abdelahad used an elegant word instead of "coffer" when he was the only one among the 

three translators to render it as wifādˁahu, a lexical item that reflects a metaphoric beauty indeed. He 

manipulated the Arabic idiom xālī ʔil-wifādˁ “empty handed.” Finally, in the text above, employing the 

two proper strategies of stylistic and semantic/lexical accuracy is needed to get a good translation. 
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2. You often say, “I would give, but only to the deserving” (Gibran 1996: 21). 

 

A. كتعمس املاط دقو  "طقف نیقحتسملا نكلو ،يطعا نا بحا يننإ":احجبتم لوقت  (Basheer 1934: 80) 

wa-qad ṭalamā samiʕtuka taqūlu mutabaʒʒiḥan ʔinnanī ʔuḥibbu ʔan ʔuʕṭīa wa-lākin l-mustaḥiqqīna faqaṭ 

 

B. قحتسی لاعف نم ارصح يطعن اننإ":لوقی نم مكنمو  (Abdelahad 1993: 34) 

wa-min-kumu man jaqūlu ʔinnanā nuʕṭī ḥasˁran man fiʕlan jastaḥiqqu 

 

C. "قحتسی نم لاإ  يطعأ لا نكلو ،ءاطعلا ىلإ يسفن وبصتل ”:لوقت ام رثكأ ام  (Okashā 2008: 20) 

mā ʔakṯara mā taqūlu la-tasˁbū nafsī ʔilā l-ʕaṭāʔi wa-lakin lā ʔuʕṭī ʔillā man jastaḥiqqu  

 

In text (A) above, there is an unmotivated addition at the start of the text in translating the sentence, 

“you often say.” Basheer rendered this initial part in Arabic by attaching the adverb mutabʒʒiʒan 

“arrogantly” to taqūlu “you say.” In fact, he seems to have added unnecessarily a negative or an 

aggressive tone to the TT, which is not really expressed in the ST. This added meaning is against what 

Gibran has emphasized throughout his book as he meant to give a message of peace by using an 

inspiring and a peaceful tone. Abdelahad and Okasha, on the other hand, managed to translate this part 

of the text more accurately and without any addition that might create a negative emotive translation 

which may distort the meaning of the text. This is done through employing a strategy of semantic 

accuracy.  

 

5.5. Eating and drinking 

And the buds of your tomorrow shall blossom in my heart (Gibran 1996: 24). 

A. جرختس يتلا معاربلاو  يبلق يف رھزتس دغلا يف اھنم  (Basheer 1934: 85) 

wa-l-baraʕimu l-latī sataxruʒu  min-hā fī l-ɣadi satuzhiru fī qalb-ī  

 

B.  (Abdelahad 1993: 37)       انبولق يف دغلا يف كمعارب رھزتو

wa-tuzhiru baraʕimu-ka fī l-ɣadi fī qulūbi-nā 

 

C. يبلق يف كدغ معارب رھزتو  (Okasha 2008: 23) 

wa-tuzhiru baraʕimu ɣadi-ka fī qalb-ī 
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The text above is addressed to an apple after it is eaten and what can be said to it such as “Your seeds 

shall live in my body” and “the buds of your tomorrow…” Although this text is short, both Basheer and 

Abdelahad provided a type of translation that lacks the aesthetic value of the meaning. Gibran used a 

metaphor, “the buds of your tomorrow,” but in A and B, the translation ignored the beauty of this part 

when Basheer rendered it as “any tomorrow” in Arabic when he said fī-l-ɣadi rather than “your 

tomorrow.” The same mistranslation of this expression was also provided by Abdelahad, thus missing 

the beauty of the metaphor. Therefore, the major serious problem in the text above is in mistranslating 

an important metaphor. Okasha in (C) managed again to provide a better translation in a short way 

rather than providing a lengthy and literal translation as in Basher's rendition. Although Abdelahad 

provided a short translation, he too missed giving a suitable metaphor translation. Okasha's translation 

is, for that reason more accurate semantically. 

 

5.6. Work 

You have been told also that life is darkness, and in your weariness, you echo what was said by the 

weary (Gibran 1996: 26). 

 

A. نوجعزملا مكدودج مكلبق ھلاق ام نوددرت مكتقشم دھع يف متحرف  …….   (Basheer 1934: 89) 

faruḥtumu fī ʕahdi maʃaqqati-kumu turaddidūna mā qālahu qabla-kumu ʒudūdu-kumu il-muzʕiʒūna  

    

B.  (Abdelahad 1993: 41)  .نوحداكلا هددری امو مكانض ربع لوقلا اذھ نوددرت متحرف 

Faruḥtumu turaddidūna haðā al-qawla ʕabra dˁanā-kumu wa-mā juraddiduhu il-kadiḥūna   

 

C.  (Okashā 2008: 26) ..……    .نوكھنملا ھلوقی ام كاھنلاا طرف نم نوددرت متحبصا ىتح....

ḥattā ʔasˁbaḥtumu turaddidūna min farṭi l-ʔinhāki mā jaqūluhu il-munhakūna 

 

In rendering the text above, Basheer made some unmotivated changes that negatively affected its 

meaning. He added the Arabic expression ʒudūdu-kumu il-muzʕiʒūna “your troublesome ancestors,” 

which is not found in the original text. The result of this addition gives a negative impression about 

the ancestors, something which is not expressed. Another added expression in Arabic unneeded in 

English is ʕahdi maʃaqqati-kumu. It is, in fact, a mistranslation which does not reflect the intended 
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meaning. The meaning of the whole text is, therefore, distorted. Abdelahd's rendition is clearer than 

that of Basheer. However, Okasha managed to provide a much better translation when he accurately 

used ʔal-ʔinhāk, meaning “exhaustion,” for “weariness.” His rendition of the text, in fact, reflects the 

meaning clearly. 

 

5.7. Clothes 

Your clothes conceal much of your beauty, yet they hide not the unbeautiful (Gibran 1996: 35). 

 

A.  (Basheer 1934: 104)  لیمجلا ریغ رتست لا اھنكلو ،مكلامج نم ریثكلا بجحت مكبایث نإ

ʔinna ṯījāba-kumu taḥʒibu l-kaṯīra min ʒamāli-kumu wa-lakinna-hā lā tasturu ɣajra l-ʒamīli 

 

B.  (Abdelahad 1993: 53)   مكیف حیبقلا بجحت لا اھنكلو مكلامج نم ریثكلا يفخت مكبایث نإ

ʔinna ṯījāba-kumu tuxfī l-kaṯīra min ʒamāli-kumu wa-lakinna-hā lā taḥʒibu l-qabīḥa fī-kumu 

 

C.  (Okashā 2008: 36)   مكیف حبق ام يفخت لا اھنكل ،ریثكلا مكلامج نم بجحت مكبایث نإ

ʔinna ṯījāba-kumu taḥʒibu min ʒamāli-kumu l-kaṯīra lakinna-hā lā tuxfī mā qabuḥa fī-kumu 

 

In the text above, Basheer failed in translating the last part, i.e., “they hide not the unbeautiful,” into 

Arabic as lā tasturu ɣajra l-ʒamīli even though Arabic is rich with various words that can fit in this 

context. His literal translation of this part deprived its intended beauty as well as the stylistic 

eloquence. On the other hand, both Abdelahad and Okasha managed to provide what is needed here. 

They resorted to a much better semantic accuracy strategy when they used the Arabic expression: lā 

tuxfī or lā taḥʒibu mā qabuḥa fī-kumu. Their aesthetic translation contributed a lot in finding the proper 

lexical item needed, i.e., al-qubḥ “the ugliness” instead of ɣajra l-ʒamīli l for the English “the 

unbeautiful.” Moreover, the Arabic exceptive particle ɣajra is misleading as it is polysemic, it may mean 

“except” inducing the opposite meaning: “It conceals only the beautiful.” 

 

5.8. Houses 

You shall not dwell in tombs made by the dead for the living (Gibran 1996: 33). 
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A.  (Basheer 1934: 103)   ةایحلا ءانبلأ توملا ءانبأ اھانب يتلا روبقلا يف اونطقت نلو ،لجأ

ʔaʒal wa-lan taqṭunū fī l-qubūri l-latī banāhā ʔabnāʔu l-mawti li-ʔabnāʔi l-ḥajāti   

 

B. ءایحلأل تاوملاا اھدّیش روبق يف اونطقت نلو  (Abdelahad 1993: 51) 

wa-lan taqṭunū fī qubūrin ʃajjadahā- l-ʔamwatu-lil-ʔaḥjaʔi 

 

 

C.  (Okashā 2008: 35)   ءایحلأل ىتوملا اھدّیش اروبق اونطقت نل ،لا

lā lan taqṭunū qubūran ʃajjadahā - l-mawtā li-l-ʔaḥjāʔi     

 

In (A) above, Basheer provided an Arabic translation ʔabnāʔu-l-mawti li-ʔabnāʔi -l-ḥajāti for the English 

“the dead for the living.” It is again both a lengthy and rather an uncommon rendition in Arabic that 

lacks proper stylistic and aesthetic features in literary translation. To give a back translation of 

Basheer’s rendition, it will be like “the sons of the death for the sons of the life,” where “sons” are not 

mentioned in the English text. Moreover, the expression “sons of death” is not familiar in Arabic. He 

also added the word ʔaʒal “yes” at the beginning of the text, whereas Okasha added “No, you will not” 

to emphasize the idea. Abdelahad and Okasha gave a better rendition when both used l-ʔamwatu-lil-

ʔaḥjaʔi and l-mawtā li-l-ʔaḥjāʔi. Such renditions are more appropriate aesthetically, direct, brief and to 

the point in terms of form, content, and accessibility. 

 

5.9. Buying and selling 

It is in exchanging the gifts of the earth that you shall find abundance and be satisfied (Gibran 1996: 

37). 

 

A.  مكعشج عبشی نلو قزرلا نم ارفو اودجت نل ضرلاا ایاطع ةلدابم ریغب مكنلأ (Basheer 1934: 106) 

li-ʔanna-kumu bi-ɣajri mubādalati ʕaṭājā al-ʔardˁi lan taʒidū wafran mina ar-rizqi wa-lan jaʃbaʕa ʒaʃaʕu-kumu 

 

B. اوعنقتو وفتكتف اھترفو مكرمغتف اھایاطع مكلدابت اھنأ امك  (Abdelahad 1993:  56) 

kamā ʔanna-hā tubādilu-kumu ʕaṭājā-hā fa-taɣmura-kumu wafratu-hā fa-taktafū wa-taqnaʕū 

 

C. نإف   مكسوفن كلذب تباطو ،ءاخرلاو ةرفولا متلن اھمعن متلدابت متنا  (Okashā 2008: 38) 

fa-ʔin ʔant-umu tabādaltum niʕama-hā niltum il-wafrata wa-r-raxāʔa wa-ṭābat bi-ðālika nufūsu-kumu 
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In the text above, Gibran talks positively about how the earth can yield fruits, but Basheer opted in his 

translation to render the text in a negative way, as he gave a threatening tone to the meaning. He, 

therefore, misinterpreted the text, something which is not embodied in the original ST in such a way 

that the optimistic message of Gibran was turned into a pessimistic one, thus not giving the intended 

message. Moreover, Basheer made an addition not found in the text when he translated the last part 

by saying “you shall be satisfied” as wa-lan jaʃbaʕa ʒaʃaʕu-kumu, rather meaning “will not satisfy your 

greed.” The negative connotation of the word ʒaʃaʕ ‘“greed” is in fact not motivated at all as it 

needlessly adds confusion to the intended meaning of the text. Abdelahad and Okasha, on the other 

hand, managed in their renditions to use the intended positive message of the text. They aptly 

conveyed the intended meaning of the original ST, indicating a strategy of semantic accuracy. 

 

2. For the master spirit of the earth shall not sleep upon the wind till the needs of the least of you are 

satisfied (Gibran 1996: 38). 

 

A. نلأ    مكنیب ریبكلاك لان دق مكیف ریغصلا نأ اھنیعب دھاشت ىتح ملاسو ةنینأمطب مانت لا ضرلاا يف ةدّیسلا حورلا    

لك     .ھیلا ةجاح يف وھ ام      (Basheer 1934: 109) 

li-ʔanna ar-rūḥa as-sajjidata fī l-ʔardˁi lā tanāmu bi-ṭumʔanīnatin wa-salāmin ḥattā tuʃāhida bi-ʕajni-hā ʔanna 

asˁ-sˁaɣīra fī-kumu qad nāla ka-l-kabīri bajna-kumu kulla mā huwa fī ḥāʒatin ʔilaj-hi 

 

B.  (Abdelahad 1993: 57)    .مھنم دحاو لك تانبل ضقت مل ام حیرلا يف نیكتست نل "ضرلاا حور" ةدّیسف

 

fa-sajjidatu rūḥi l-ʔardˁi lan tastakīna fī-r-rīḥi mā lam taqdˁi li-banāti kulli waḥidin min-humu 

 

C.  (Okashā 2008: 39)    ھتیافك مكاندا لانی ىتح ةعداو حیرلا حانج دسوتت نل ةنمیھملا ضرلاا حور نإف

fa-ʔinna rūḥa l-ʔardˁi il-muhajminata lan tatawassada ʒanāḥa r-rīḥi wādiʕatan ḥattā janāla ʔadnā-kumu 

kifājata-hu  

 

In this text, the first problem is in translating into English the meaning of the expression, “the master 

spirit of the earth.” Basheer rendered it in Arabic as ar-rūḥa as-sajjidata fī l-ʔardˁi, which is a confusing 

literal translation that may not really be accessible to many Arab readers. Abdelahad too, provided 

almost the same rendition in Arabic with a minor word order change, i.e., sajjidatu rūḥi l-ʔardˁi. Okasha 

tried to provide a clearer expression by adding a relevant adjective in the expression, i.e., rūḥa l-ardˁi 

il-muhajminata.  Therefore, adding il-muhajminata “domination” to the expression instead of sajjida 
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“lady” may be a better choice for clarification. In fact, this expression “the master spirit” is difficult to 

translate, one may think of a kind of female or maternal divinity. The second problem is in translating 

the last part of the English text “till the needs of the least of you are satisfied.” In Basheer’s rendition, 

we observe an unmotivated addition when he referred to the word “least” in Arabic as asˁ-sˁaɣīr wa-al-

kabīr “the child/young and the elderly,” which is not found in the text. Abdelahad’s rendition was quite 

general as he included “everyone” when he rendered it as kull-i waḥid-in min-hum whereas the intended 

meaning was confined only to "the least.” However, Okasha may have given a more suitable and 

accurate rendition, ʔadnā-kumu, which is a good equivalent term. Therefore, both literal translation 

and explication were not the proper strategies to employ in translating the text. A brief and an accurate 

semantic strategy followed by Okasha seems to be the most suitable one. 

 

5.10. Crime and punishment 

You are the way and the wayfarers (Gibran 1996: 40). 

 

A. نوقرطملا متنأو قیرطلا متنأ  (Basheer 1934: 112) 

ʔantumu ʔṭ-ṭarīqu wa-ʔantumu il-muṭriqūna  

 

 

B. اھیلع نورئاسلا متنأو ،قیرطلا متنأف  (Abdelahad 1993: 60) 

fa-ʔantumu ʔṭ-ṭarīqu wa-ʔantumu is-sāʔirūna ʕalaj-hā 

 

C. كلذ     هوكلاس اضیأ متناو ،لیبسلا مكنأ  (Okashā 2008: 42) 

ðalika ʔanna-kumu ʔs-sabīlu wa-ʔantumu ʔayḍan sālikū-hu  

 

The text above clearly shows how a translator can either succeed or fail depending on the proper choice 

in using proper idiomatic expressions. The text is short, but in (A) rendition, an improper translation 

is clearly obvious to any native speaker of Arabic. An uncommon lexical item was chosen by Basheer, 

i.e., al-muṭriqūn for English “wayfarers.” This word seems to be quite obsolete not to mention the fact 

that it is also quite formal stylistically. Abdelahad used instead the Arabic word as-sāʔirūn, which is a 

suitable choice. However, Okasha employed the word as-sālikūn, a choice which contributes much to 

the aesthetic effect of the original as it offers a better vivid lexical item than a formal and literal 
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translation; i.e., al-muṭriqūn. Therefore, both Abdelahad and Okasha employed a better collocation, or 

a strategy of idiomaticity than Basheer. 

 

5.11. Law 

What of the cripple who hates dancers? (Gibran 1996: 44). 

 

A.  (Basheer 1934: 119)   ؟نیصقارلا نوھركی نیذلا نیدعقملا يف لوقا اذامو

wa-māðā ʔaqūlu fī-l-muqʕadīna l-laðīna jakrahūna r-rāqisˁīna? 

 

B.  (Abdelhad 1993: 65)   ؟نیصقارلا ىلع دقحی يذلا حیسكلا نع اذامو

wa-māðā ʕan il-kasīḥi l-laðī jaḥqidu ʕalā r-rāqisˁīna? 

 

 C. ؟ًادقاح نیصقارلا ىلع وھو دعقملا نأش نوكی امو  (Okashā 2008: 47) 

wa-mā jakūnu ʃaʔnu l-muqʕadi wa-huwa ʕalā r-rāqisˁīna ḥāqidan? 

 

Stylistically, Basheer’s choice of words in the excerpt above may not be appropriate for two reasons. 

Firstly, he made a deictic change when he changed the third person singular into a plural one for no 

good reason. Secondly, his literal translation of the text resulted in a less dynamic rendition when he 

used the verb jakrahu for “hate” in English. Abdelahad and Okasha used the verb jaḥqidu “grudge” 

instead, a better and more appropriate choice. However, Okasha made a better translation of the whole 

text than the other two translators by employing a strategy of a rhetorical force. In this way, the 

aesthetic features of the text are heightened through the utilization of a beautiful syntactic order. 

 

5.12. Freedom 

Verily all things move within your being in constant half embrace, the desired and the dreaded, the 

repugnant and the cherished, the pursued and that which you would escape (Gibran 1996: 49). 

 

A.  امو نوقشعت امو  نوفاخت امو نوھتشت ام لك .ایفصن اقانع ماودلا ىلع ةقناعتم مكنایك يف كرحتت ءایشلاا عیمج نإ ،مكل لوقأ قحلا

 (Basheer 1934: 127)   .ھنم نوبرھت امو هءارو نوعست ام ،نوھركتست

al-ḥaqqa aqūlu la-kumu ʔinna ʒamīʕa l-ʔaʃjāʔi tataḥarraku fī kījani-kumu mutaʕāniqatan ʕalā d-dawāmi ʕināqan 

nisˁfijjan kulla mā taʃtahūna wa-mā taxāfūna wa-mā taʕʃaqūna wa-mā tastakrihūna mā tasʕauna warāʔa-hu wa-

mā tahrubūna min-hu 
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B. اھعم مجسنمو مغانتم وھام ،ھنع نوبغرت امو ھیف نوبغرت ام : مكعم قانع فصن يف امود يھو ،مكسفنا لخاد اقح كرحتت ءایشلاا نإ ، 

.اھعم رفانتم وھ امو  (Abdelahad 1993: 71) 

ʔinna l-ʔaʃjāʔa tataḥarraku ḥaqqan dāxila ʔanfusi-kumu wa-hija dawman fī nisˁfi ʕināqin maʕa-kumu mā 

tarɣabūna fī-hi wa-mā tarɣabūna ʕan-hu mā huwa mutanāɣimun wa-munsaʒimun maʕa-hā wa-mā huwa 

mutanāfirun maʕa-hā 

 

C. قناعتت داكت ،كدوجو قامعأ يف اھلك كرحتت-ةجوجمم وا ةدوشنم ،ةبوبحم وا ةتوقمم ،ةبوھرم وا ةبوغرم ،اعیمج روملاا نإ يرمعل و 

ادبأ  (Okashā 2008: 51) 

wa-la-ʕamr-ī ʔinna l-ʔumūra ʒamīʕan marɣūbatan ʔaw marhūbatan mamqūtatan ʔaw maḥbūbatan manʃūdatan 

ʔaw mamʒūʒatan tataḥarraku kullu-hā fī ʔaʕmāqi wūʒūdika takādu tataʕānaqu ʔabadan   

 

The text above is an excellent example of Gibran’s use of dialectics through the “pairing of opposites,” 

in which opposites are formed in a balanced way, using a series of antonyms. It can be noticed that 

Okasha, in (C) above, attempted to preserve the aesthetic frame of meaning by employing rhyming 

antonyms. He did that by fronting the series of opposites to highlight them at the start of the text, and 

then placing the verb ʕānaqa “embrace” at the end. In this way, the beauty of the translation appears 

more clearly than it is the case in the rendition provided by both Basheer and Abdelahad. Furthermore, 

Abdelahad used long phrases to render the opposites while Okasha employed brief single adjectives. 

Basheer, on the other hand, tried to resort to rhymes in rendering the meaning of the opposites but 

his choices were not successful. That is, it is difficult to see adequate antonymous relations, for 

example, between xāfa “be afraid” and kariha “hate.” Therefore, Okasha alone was able to preserve the 

brevity of the original antonyms. 

 

5.13. Self-knowledge 

Say not, “I have found the truth,” but rather, “I have found a truth” (Gibran 1996: 55). 

 

A. "اقح تدجو دق" : ىرحلااب لق لب"قحلا تدجو دق": كتاذ يف لقت لاو لجا   (Basheer 1934: 137) 

ʔaʒal wa-lā taqul fī ðātika qad waʒaddtu l-ḥaqqa bal qul bi-l-ʔaḥrā qad waʒaddtu ḥaqqan 

 

B. "اقح اندجو انإ": اولوق لب ،"قحلا اندجو انإ": اولوقت لا  (Abdelahad 1993: 80) 

lā taqūlū ʔinnā waʒadnā l-ḥaqqa bal qūlū ʔinnā waʒadnā ḥaqqan  
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C.  (Okasha 2008: 59)  "ةقیقحلا ضعب تدجو": لق لب ،ةقیقحلا تدجو": لقت لاو

wa-lā taqul waʒaddtu l-ḥaqīqata bal qul waʒaddtu baʕdˁa l-ḥaqīqati  

 

Translating this text, in fact, needs a skillful rendition particularly when dealing with the definite and 

indefinite articles in both languages. The indefinite article in English is easier to be expressed than in 

Arabic, which has no specific word. It is observed that both Basheer and Abdelahad provided the same 

translation for the English “I have found a truth,” which is challenging to many Arab translators. Both 

rendered that expression in Arabic as qad wajaddtu ḥaqqan and ʔinnā wajadnā ḥaqqan. Any Arab reader 

will find ambiguity in this translation as ḥaqq is uncountable. Okasha rendered it as wajaddtu baʕdˁa al-

ḥaqīqati “I found some truth” which is expressed more clearly even though Arabic may not accept this 

rendition from an essentialist point of view. This view considers truth to be indivisible, and that is why 

it might not be accepted even though it is clear. If we are to provide a rendition, we may agree with the 

rendition given by Okasha but with a minor change by saying: ʔiktaʃaftu ḥaqīqatan mā “I discovered a 

truth.” It is, therefore, more accessible to an Arab reader to understand Okasha's rendition or ours from 

a syntactic point of view in showing the difference between the definite and the indefinite articles 

between the two languages. Finally, this text, as we have already noticed, is ambiguous and it seems 

that the three translators tried to clarify the ambiguity to make renditions easier to comprehend. 

However, it may not be the responsibility of the translators to interpret what is not clearly expressed 

in the source text. 

 

6. Translation quality assessment  

When we look at Basheer’s translation, we notice that there are some problems that include 

unmotivated changes such as adding unnecessary words and expressions. He may have wanted to make 

his renditions clearer, but the result was unfortunately complicated. He also provided unnecessary 

lengthy explications and nonfunctional lexical repetitions. 

Stylistically, it was noticed that Basheer’s translation suffered from a deictic problem. He used 

personal pronouns different from those used in the source texts and this may have caused some 

confusion. Cases of this, for example, are frequently found between the first singular and plural 

pronouns. Another stylistic problem is his tendency to use a more formal diction than that found in 

the source text. It seems that this was done intentionally because he always provided an explanation 
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through footnotes. We do believe that Gibran did not make use of a formal language; on the contrary, 

his style was simple and easy to comprehend because his concepts were addressed to ordinary people 

listening to his wisdom, not in a written style. 

As for the second translator, Abdelahad, we notice that his translation is different because he 

resorts to an avoidance strategy. That is, he avoided to translate some parts of the book such as the 

first concept, "the coming of the ship" and the last concept, “The Farewell.” He also avoided translating 

all the short dialogs between Al-Mustafa and the individuals who usually ask him a regular question at 

the beginning of each concept. Abdelahad did not explain why he avoided translating such important 

texts from the book. 

It is clearly noticed that Abdelahad was careful not to resort to literal translation. He mentioned 

this point in his Arabic introduction explaining that he benefited from the previous translations of The 

Prophet and that he avoided most of the pitfalls of his predecessors. However, based on our observation 

of his renditions, we can say that Abdelahad sometimes resorted to elaboration and explication, 

especially in texts having philosophical concepts. He also attempted to clarify what was ambiguous, 

admitting in his introduction that he deliberately resorted to this strategy of disambiguation for what 

seemed to him to be vague texts.  In fact, ambiguity in translation may be a controversial issue among 

translation theorists. Ghazala (1995: 17-18) rightly says that 

 

it is not the responsibility of the translator to interpret and reveal what the source texts 
hide or say indirectly. The readers are the only ones who decide these unseen meanings 
in English as well as in Arabic.  

 
To give an example, let us look at the following from the “love” concept:  

“When you love, you should not say, “God is in my heart,” but rather, “I am in the heart of God” (Gibran 

1996: 13)  

 الله بلق يف انإ اولوق لب انبولق يف ]ھللاج لج[ الله نإ : اولوقت لا متببحأ نإ

ʔin ʔaḥbabtum lā taqūlū ʔinna ʔallaha ʒalla ʒalālu-hu fī qulūbi-nā bal qūlū  ʔinna fī qalbi ʔillah 

 

In this illustration, we notice that Abdelahad added more clarification to God when he said “God, The 

Glorious.”  The other clarification is deictic: he changed the first-person singular to the plural one 

possibly for readers to have a better understanding of this text. 
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One more observation about Abdelahad is that he did not preserve the syntactic pairings of the 

parallel structures, which are abundant in the text. This can be clearly noticed in our analysis of the 

“freedom concept” in text 21. In this text, Abdelahad (as well as Basheer) failed to provide the proper 

collocations requiring merely double adjective or antonyms used in the source text. He instead used 

longer unparallel and long phrases.  

Finally, it seems that Abdelahad, as well as the other two translators dealt with emotiveness in 

the same way. The following example as well as other examples in our analysis shows that he increases 

the level of emotiveness quite differently from the source text. This can be clearly noticed in the beauty 

concept: 

The tired and the weary say, Beauty is of soft whisperings (Gibran 1996: 74). 

 "انحاورأ يجانت ةمعان تاسمھ لامجلا " ھنع نولوقیف نوكھنملا امأ

ʔa mma l-munhakūna fa-jaqūlūna ʕan-hu al-ʒamalu hamasātun nāʕimatun tunāʒī ʔarwāḥanā 

 

Abdelahad in this illustration, among other examples, seems to raise the level of emotiveness by adding 

another emotional sense not found in the source text, i.e., tunāʒī ʔarwāḥanā  انحاورأ يجانت  meaning in 

English “communicating with our souls.” In fact, it is beyond the scope of the present study to elaborate 

more on this matter though it is important to analyze at length in future research to find out if 

emotiveness may distort translation or not. 

Regarding the third translator, Okasha, we can in this section evaluate his translation along with 

the other two translators according to the ornamentation approach since it appears that his renditions 

apply mostly to this approach. To begin with, it is observed that Okasha made serious attempts to play 

the role of an author to recreate the source text by approximating his renditions as much as possible. 

He seems to have achieved this by employing some aesthetic strategies of the ornamentation approach. 

By looking at the data analysis, we notice that firstly, he managed to comply with the idiomaticity 

strategy. In this respect, and comparing him with the two other translators, i.e., Basheer and 

Abdelahad, we can say that he succeeded in preserving idiomatic and proverbial expressions 

equivalent to those found in the source text. Thus, he achieved to a great extent, and more than the 

two other translators to maintain the aesthetic elements as much as possible. This can be explicitly 

noticed in text analysis of examples such as 2,3,8,11,12 among others. 

Secondly, successfully employing the aesthetic strategy and respecting stylistic considerations, 

Okasha has managed more accurately than the two other translators to render collocations, idioms as 

well as the choice of diction and the brevity of phrases and sentences. Unlike Basheer, he did not 
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provide footnotes to explain certain concepts. Moreover, Both Okasha and Abdelahad avoided 

redundancy and repetition in their renditions throughout the translated book. Okasha's style, 

therefore, was quite flexible but not at the expense of his loyalty to the source text. By flexibility, we 

mean that he resorted to a managing strategy without seriously affecting the intended meaning. 

Almost all examples in the data analysis are evident to this observation. 

Thirdly, regarding the cultural orientation strategy, which has to do with the two notions of 

domestication and foreignization, one can notice that Basheer tended to employ foreignization. That 

is, Basheer appears to be more concerned with maintaining the peculiar flavor of English, the result 

was a literal translation which did not contribute much to naturalness. This strategy meant that he 

attempted to preserve the linguistic conventions of the source text possibly to be faithful to the 

original work but at the expense of accessibility and acceptability. On the other hand, Okasha resorted 

to a domestication strategy in which the main criterion for a good rendition is fluency, naturalness, 

and intelligibility. This was achieved by rewriting the source text according to the target language and 

culture's values (Venutī 1995). It must be stressed here that this domestication did not seriously affect 

renditions made by Okasha. As for Abdelahad, he too employed domestication strategies and avoided 

foreignization. However, he opted for lengthy sentences, whereas all Okasha’s domesticated sentences 

were brief and to the point. Therefore, brevity in Okasha’s renditions led to a more elevated style and 

contributed to preserving the aesthetic features of the source text. Okasha exerted a creative effort to 

manipulate the target language. 

Regarding the fifth strategy of lexical/semantic accuracy, which has to do with the aesthetic 

framing of meaning in shaping figurative language, we observe again that Okasha managed to 

implement this strategy more adequately than the other translators. His creative skill in maintaining 

the aesthetic ornamentation of the source text was manifested when translating the metaphorical 

language used abundantly in the book. This may be attributed to his literary talent which enabled him 

to render the figurative language despite all the constraints imposed by the original work. Moreover, 

it is noticed that he achieved to translate metaphors by attempting to be as much as possible faithful 

to the source text. It must be pointed out also that Abdelhad made use of this strategy but comparing 

him to Okasha, we observe that there is a big difference in translation quality between the two 

translators. This difference might be attributed to the fact that Okasha, in addition to being a well-

known literary figure in the Arab world, must have benefited from the other previous translators’ flaws 

of The Prophet. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this final part of the present research, two translation notions are worth mentioning. Firstly, the 

notions of gain and loss. We have already noticed that the three translators in the study either added 

some texts or avoided to translate others. It was clear to observe how, for example, Okasha actively 

sought to achieve an aesthetic flavor in his translation by resorting to the strategy of gain  to enhance 

the aesthetic force of rendition without changing the meaning of the source text; he managed to 

preserve the content of the message in a pleasing way. The notion of loss was manifested in Abdelahad's 

translation when he followed an avoidance strategy. He omitted some parts of the book as we have 

pointed out earlier. Therefore, comparing both translators, i.e., Okasha and Abdelahad, one can observe 

that Okasha did intend to achieve an approximation of the original text to the Arab readers. That is, 

his approach was recipient-oriented, which explains why he opted for domestication.  

The second notion is about bridging the gap between artistic creation and constraints dictated by 

the source and target texts. This problem must be addressed in the light of the fact that translators 

need to be as faithful and as creative as possible to the original text. Based on our data analysis, it was 

obvious that Basheer could not overcome the constraints imposed by the source text on his translation. 

His priority was given to the preservation of the linguistic conventions to be faithful to the source text. 

He seems to have sacrificed the creative aspect of literary translation and the result was a distortion of 

renditions as well as inaccessibility, which constitutes the major flaw in literary translation.  As we 

have mentioned, Okasha managed to mediate both the cultural and the linguistic constraints to render 

an Arabic text which conveyed as much as possible the source text in a creative way. His creativity 

made his translation both acceptable and accessible. This was only possible because of his ability to 

follow a successful domestication strategy. In fact, any reader can notice how the aesthetic effect of 

the source text was better conveyed by Okasha’s manipulation of the source text, which resulted in a 

more intelligible, natural, and acceptable translation. Consequently, an aesthetic balance between the 

two texts was achieved. 

Finally, regarding the notion or the strategy of explication, which is an elaboration for the sake of 

achieving clarity, we notice that Basheer comes first in his translation to use such a strategy. He did 

this to provide explanatory information for what is perceived to be a difficult readability problem. In 

fact, Basheer made use of explication in two cases. First within the body of the translated text when he 

used lengthy phrases or sentences. Second in providing more explanation than the other two 

translators throughout his translation of the book, Abdelahad, on the other hand, decided to avoid any 

footnotes. Even though footnotes are useful, we may agree with the view that they negatively affect 

the flow of reading as they may distract the eye from the reading material. 
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